Hydroloc

Extended
Metal Roofing
Life

Challenges
The property was facing
extreme flooding of
rooms on the top level.
All the units were rented
out with tenants staying
in.
The challenge was to
repair and refurbish on
the shortest time
possible without tenants
needing to vacate.

Densifix was the best
option of such challenges
as the project was
finished within 3 weeks
with the total
satisfaction of the clients
and tenants as well.
Clients happy without
having to replace existing
badly rusted roofing.
Cost savings overall.

Cost ,Time & Occupied

Failed Patch Work Remedy

These are failures of remedial solutions. The
extreme heat conditions were not considered.
Extreme heat from the sun are a common
occurrence in the Malaysian Weather and the
sudden showers causes thermal shock and
contributes to delamination of different heat
expansion properties between roofing sheets
and patch material.

Gale Wind Splashing
Solution
It is a common reoccurrence during
heavy rainfall that gale winds will blow
water in through lashing gaps. All our
jobs will prevent future gale winds
blow in of rain between flashings by
sealing all gaps and joints.

Flashing fixed over roofing sheet
ridges have the largest gap openings
These areas are always the major
inlet of blow ins of rain during a storm.
DENSIFIX seals all such gaps
permanently and prevent any blow in
of rain . All our jobs will correct,
resolve and prevent future gale winds
blow in of rain between flashings by
sealing all gaps and joints.

Application of
Primer Coating

The primer coating seals all the rust.
Creates a oxygen barrier preventing
and stops further rusting. This stops
rusting and also provides a clean
surface to receive the first coat of
epoxy

Epoxy UV coating
After the primer coating sealing all
the rust. It’s ready to receive the 1st
epoxy coat .

The Challenge
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Crack Bridging
Plastering Cracks Bridging
prevents high wind splashing and
infiltration of rain water
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Plastering cracks are
very common on high
level re walls
portioning individual
apartment lots on the
roof level. These cracks
contribute to many
cases of roof level leaks
and are di cult and
expansive to repair ,
short term repairs with
badly selected materials

causes damages and
frustrating claims from
tenants and house
owners.
DENSIFIX has resolved
many of these
plastering crack rain
water in ltration
successfully.

Plastering Cracks Bridging with selected epoxy
that ensures good bonding and tolerance of
extreme weather conditions

